As part of the HIV infection cycle, viral DNA inserts into the genome of host cells such that the integrated DNA encoding the viral proteins is flanked by long terminal repeat (LTR) regions from the retrovirus. In an effort to develop novel genome editing techniques that safely excise HIV provirus from cells, Tre, an engineered version of Cre recombinase, was designed to target a 34-bp sequence within the HIV-1 LTR (loxLTR). The sequence targeted by Tre lacks the symmetry present in loxP, the natural DNA substrate for Cre. We report here the crystal structure of a catalytically inactive (Y324F) mutant of this engineered Tre recombinase in complex with the loxLTR DNA substrate. We also report that 17 of the 19 amino acid changes relative to Cre contribute to the altered specificity, even though many of these residues do not contact the DNA directly. We hypothesize that some mutations increase the flexibility of the Cre tetramer and that this, along with flexibility in the DNA, enable the engineered enzyme and DNA substrate to adopt complementary conformations.
INTRODUCTION
Through the introduction of combination antiretroviral therapy, HIV was transformed from a death sentence to a manageable disease (1) . For many infected individuals, however, long-term treatment has complications due to the toxicity of the antiretroviral medications. The cost of drugs, which must be taken daily, is also a factor, as is noncompliance with the treatment regimen. Thus, although modern HIV medications are remarkably effective in keeping the virus in check, there is a clear need for better therapies and, ideally, a means to permanently remove the retrovirus from infected individuals.
Proviral HIV DNA is integrated into the human genome as part of the normal life cycle of the virus. This integration represents a major obstacle to eradicating the virus from infected individuals. In recent years, a number of genome editing approaches have been investigated as a means to remove and/or inactivate the integrated provirus (reviewed in (2) (3) (4) ). These methods include the RNA-based CRISPR/Cas9 system, zinc finger nucleases and transcription activator-like effector nucleases. While the convenience of the CRISPR/Cas9 system possesses certain advantages over the other technologies, unpredictable lesions introduced by the cellular DNA repair machinery represent a potential drawback of this system (5) . In particular, the CRISPR/Cas9 approach is reported to increase viral escape through mutations associated with cellular DNA repair (6, 7) . An alternative genome editing approach to excise the HIV virus involves engineered versions of tyrosine site-specific recombinases, specifically the tyrosine recombinase Cre from bacteriophage P1 (reviewed in (8) (9) (10) ). Cre (Causes Recombination) is one of the simpler members of the tyrosine recombinase family and is routinely employed as a research tool to catalyze gene recombination both in vitro and in vivo (reviewed in (11) ). Unlike nuclease-based genome modification methods, which rely on endogenous, error-prone pathways to rejoin cleaved chromosomes, Cre acts with single nucleotide precision and does not require accessory proteins or co-factors to effect the recombination.
Cre naturally targets a DNA sequence known as loxP (locus of crossing (x) of P1) ( Figure 1 ). It was demonstrated early on that Cre could remove intervening chromosomal DNA from loxP-flanked sequences in mice and that Cre is highly specific for its DNA target (12, 13) . Recombination by Cre occurs in an ordered, stepwise fashion (detailed schematically in Supplementary Figure S1 ) (reviewed in (14, 15) ). The multi-step recombination reaction Red arrows indicate site of cleavage. Phosphate backbone interactions are indicated by a red +. Only residues involved in base-specific interactions are shown and are placed adjacent to the interacting base, with a solid line drawn to the base for clarity. Residues in blue letters on yellow oval indicate amino acid sequence difference between Cre and Tre. The indicates the loss of an interaction. The black lower case letters at the ends of the loxLTR sequence show the additional nucleotides used for crystallization of the Tre/loxLTR complex. The PDB ID: 3C29 was used for the Cre/loxP analysis (except for the K201 interaction which was 1NZB).
involves ordered DNA cleavage and ligation at four distinct sites, and all four copies of Cre, bound to two loxP sites, participate in catalysis. Cre has been the subject of many structural studies, and the resulting structures have helped elucidate the details of Cre's interaction with the highly bent loxP DNA (reviewed in (14, 15) ). Within the Cre tetramer, two Cre molecules adopt a 'cleaving' conformation and the other two a 'non-cleaving' conformation. The reaction proceeds through a quasi-planar Holliday junction (HJ) intermediate with pseudo four-fold symmetry, and the complex undergoes isomerization such that the cleaving Cre protomers adopt the non-cleaving conformation and viseversa. In this process, two molecules of Cre bind each loxP site. The loxP sequence is 34-nt long, and the first and last 13 nt form a perfect, inverted repeat. The 8 nt in the middle of loxP, commonly referred to as the spacer, have no sequence symmetry. Most of the contacts between Cre and loxP occur within the 13-bp regions of the DNA, but strand exchange occurs within the asymmetric, central nucleotides of loxP (Supplementary Figure S1) .
When the HIV retrovirus integrates into human chromosomal DNA, it does so such that the protein-coding regions are flanked by long terminal repeats (LTRs). These LTR regions are important for transcriptional control of the HIV genes (16) . A Cre variant known as Tre was previously generated by substrate-linked protein evolution (17) . Tre has 19 amino acid substitutions relative to Cre and targets a 34-bp sequence called loxLTR from the LTR of an HIV primary isolate (18) . The targeted loxLTR sequence, differs at 17 of the 34 positions relative to loxP, and it lacks the inverted repeats of Cre's target (Figure 1 ). Activity of Tre for loxLTR is comparable to tyrosine recombinases on their targets found in nature, and recombination is loxLTR specific, as little to no activity is observed on other target sequences (8, 18) . Expression of Tre in HIV-1 infected cells containing the loxLTR sequence can remove the integrated provirus and cure cultured cells from the infection (18) . The anti-HIV activity of Tre was also demonstrated in vivo, using a lentivirus-based delivery system, where Tre successfully excised proviral DNA from human CD4+ T-cells and CD34+ hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells in a humanized mouse model. Recombination resulted in the expected genomic scar, and there were no cytopathic effects (19) . This technology represents a promising new approach to tackling the problem of persistent HIV infection mediated by infected, but dormant, cells.
Within loxLTR, only 5 of the 13 bases in the 'invertedrepeat' region are identical. Thus, unlike Cre, Tre must specifically recognize two very different DNA sequences to successfully catalyze recombination. To understand how Tre interacts with its asymmetric target, we have solved the X-ray crystal structure of the tetrameric protein-DNA complex using a catalytically inactive point mutant (Tre Y324F ). We have also analyzed the functional significance of the individual Cre-to-Tre sequence changes through mutagenesis and activity studies. Given the growing importance of designer recombinases, this work provides a foundation for accelerating the generation of new designer enzymes with therapeutic potential.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cloning, expression and purification of Tre Y324F recombinase
A catalytically inactive mutant of Tre, containing a Y324F mutation, was subcloned into the Escherichia Coli expression vector pLIC-His (20) . This vector encodes a fusion protein with an N-terminal hexahistidine tag followed by a tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease recognition sequence. The Tre Y324F -expressing plasmid was transformed into Rosetta TM (DE3) cells. Each liter of 2 × YT medium containing 100 g/ml ampicillin and 34 g/ml chloramphenicol was inoculated with an overnight culture (1:100 dilution). The cells were grown at 37
• C with shaking until an OD 600 of 0.7-0.8. At that point the temperature was dropped to 18
• C for 30 min, after which isopropyl ␤-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to a final concentration of 100 M. The cells were harvested 16-20 h later. Each 1 l of cell pellet was resuspended in ∼50 ml of resuspension buffer (RB) (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 1 M NaCl, 0.5% Triton-X-100, 10% glycerol, 0.01% ␤-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF)). The cells were stored at −20
• C until the protein purification. All purification steps were performed at 4
• C. The cells were lysed with four passes through an Emulsiflex-C5 microfluidizer (Avestin). The lysate was ultracentrifuged at 125 000 g for 30 min, and the supernatant was loaded onto a Ni-NTA (Qiagen) column pre-equilibrated in RB with 10 mM imidazole pH 8.0. The protein was eluted using an imidazole gradient. The fractions containing Tre Y324F were pooled and TEV protease was added in a 1:100 mass ratio and allowed to incubate overnight. The digested Tre Y324F was diluted 3-to 4-fold into buffer S0 (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 10% glycerol, 0.1% ␤-mercaptoethanol) and then immediately loaded onto a cation exchange column (Source15 S, GE Healthcare) preequilibrated in buffer SA (20 mM BisTris pH 5.6, 200 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.1% ␤-mercaptoethanol). The column was developed using a NaCl gradient to 2M. The fractions containing Tre Y324F were pooled and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80
• C.
Purification of DNA for crystallization
Oligonucleotides (one micromole scale) for crystallization were synthesized by IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies) and purified by high-pressure anion-exchange chromatography, as previously described (21) . The purified oligonucleotides were resuspended in 500 l annealing buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 50 mM NaCl) and mixed together in a 1:1 molar ratio. The mixture was heated to 94
• C for 3 min, then allowed to cool slowly to room temperature. The concentration of the oligomers was calculated using the extinction coefficients from IDT's website (https://www.idtdna.com/calc/ analyzer). The DNA sequence used in the crystallization of the Tre Y324F /loxLTR complex is shown in Figure 1 .
Crystallization
The loxLTR DNA duplex (sequence shown in Figure 1 ) used for crystallization was diluted to 150 M with (20 mM BisTris pH 5.6, 750 mM NaCl, 0.1% ␤-mercaptoethanol). The duplex contains an extra G-C base pair on either side of loxLTR and 5 Cyt or 5 Gua base overhangs to facilitate crystal formation. The Tre Y324F /loxLTR complex was made by mixing the protein Tre Y324F (10 M) and the DNA (150 M) in a molar ratio of 1:1.5 of protein:DNA. This mixture was incubated for 15 at RT and concentrated to ∼50 M using a Vivaspin 500 5 kD spin concentrator (GE Healthcare). Crystallization trials using previous Cre/loxP conditions as a starting point were unsuccessful despite the fact that many Cre/loxP crystal structures are isomorphous to each other and previous Cre/loxP crystals were obtained under a fairly narrow set of crystallization conditions. High-throughput crystallization methods were used with commercially available crystallization screens to identify initial crystallization conditions. The best diffracting crystals of Tre Y324F /loxLTR were grown at RT using the vapor diffusion method in Linbro trays by mixing 2 l of the Tre Y324F /loxLTR complex with 2 l of the reservoir solution (10 mM sodium citrate, 25-32.5% Peg 6000). Crystals appeared in about 3-4 weeks, and micro-seeding, when successful, decreased the crystal growth time to 4-7 days.
X-ray data collection
Tre Y324F /loxLTR crystals were harvested using a cryoloop (Hampton Research Inc), transferred to a cryogenic solution (10 mM sodium citrate, 35% Peg 6000, 15% ethylene glycol), flash frozen in liquid nitrogen (LN 2 ) and stored in LN 2 . X-ray data were collected at 100 K at the Advanced Light Source Beamline 8.22 (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA). X-ray data were reduced with HKL2000 (22) and MOSFLM (23) . The crystals grew in the space group P2 1 (a = 70.26Å, b = 193.39Å, c = 89.02 A, ␤ = 111.25
• ), with a complete tetrameric complex (four copies of Tre Y324F and two copies of loxLTR dsDNA) in the asymmetric unit cell.
Structure determination, refinement
The Tre Y324F/ loxLTR structure was solved by molecular replacement using the program PHASER (24) , within the CCP4 suite (25) of crystallographic programs. The CRE/loxP structure (PDB ID: 1Q3U) was used as the initial search model. Both the program Refmac5 (26) , within the CCP4 suite, and the program Phenix (27) were used to refine the structure at different stages. The molecular graphics program Coot (28) was used for manual rebuilding between successive rounds of refinement. In addition, near the end of the refinement, the coordinates were submitted to the PDB REDO server (29) to further optimize the model. The final refined coordinates were deposited to the RCSB data bank (PDB ID: 5U91).
Structural analysis
Figures of molecular structures were made using Py-MOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version (32) . RMSDs between Tre and all Cre structures were calculated using PDBePISA (33) and PDBeFOLD (34) . Surface areas were calculated using the program PISA (33) . Nucleotide conformation were analyzed using the program 3DNA (35) . Interaction diagrams were based upon analysis using the programs PDBSUM (36), CCP4 and PISA. Nucleotide-protein interactions of Cre-DNA structures deposited in the PDB database were also analyzed using the NPIDB database (37) (PDB IDs used include 3C29, 2HOI, 1CRX, 1Q3U, 1NZB).
Molecular modeling
A 3D structural model of a cleaving conformation of Tre bound to the right arm loxLTR sequence was generated. This model was made using the coordinates of the cleaving Tre conformer and modeling the right arm loxLTR sequence onto the left arm loxLTR sequence, by altering the necessary bases, but not altering the DNA backbone coordinates, using the molecular graphics program COOT.
Mutagenesis and activity assays
For activity tests in E. coli, recombinases were expressed from the pEVO vectors containing the target sites loxLTR or loxP, respectively (described in (18)). To generate the described Tre mutants, site-directed mutageneses were performed using the Q5 ® Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (NEB) following the manufacturer's instructions.
To assay recombination efficiency of the Tre mutants, plasmid DNA (pEVO-mutant-target) was isolated from Larabinose (100 g/ml) induced overnight cultures and digested with BsrGI and XbaI (NEB), resulting in different fragment sizes for recombined versus non-recombined substrate on an agarose gel.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mutational analysis of Tre on loxLTR
To understand the functional importance of the individual amino acid changes in Tre, each change in Tre was mutated back to its Cre counterpart and tested for activity in bacteria, using arabinose to induce expression of the mutated Tre enzymes (Figure 2A ). This is the same type of assay used to identify the mutations leading to Tre and other designer recombinases (17, 18) . Of the 19 altered residues in Tre, 17 caused a strong to moderate decrease in activity against loxLTR when mutated back. Interestingly two mutations (at positions 30 and 35) increased activity. As discussed in detail below, many of the residues that cause the greatest decrease in activity contact the DNA directly (positions 262, 263, 317 and 320), and one (position 93) makes a water-mediated DNA contact. These residues are directly involved in changing specificity. Interestingly, changes near the N-terminus, which is not traced in Tre or earlier Cre structures, also appear to be important for the altered specificity, suggesting that the N-terminus has a yet unidentified role for target-site recognition. This result is surprising, as deletion of the first 12 AA from Cre has shown no effect on recombination on loxP (38) . However, these results were obtained in in vitro recombination assays only. Future work is required to investigate the role of the N-terminus of Crelike recombinases for target site selectivity.
To determine whether Tre-to-Cre mutations cause the enzyme to revert its specificity back to loxP, we also examined the activity of a subset of these mutations against the Cre substrate ( Figure 2B ). As discussed below, mutations at positions 35 and 93 showed some activity against loxP. Individual mutations of DNA-contacting residues (262, 263, 
317 and 320) were not sufficient to revert Tre's activity to loxP. Collectively these data show that the overwhelming majority of the Cre-to-Tre changes contribute to the activity of Tre against loxLTR.
Structural overview of Tre/loxLTR
In our crystal structure, Tre binds loxLTR, and forms a synaptic assembly wherein four copies of Tre and two copies of the intact, double-stranded DNA form a tight complex. The active site Y324F mutation traps the complex at this stage. The crystals are of space group P2 1 , and the tetrameric model of Tre Y324F /loxLTR has been refined to 3.1Å resolution ( Table 1 ). The 19 mutations in Tre relative to Cre are distributed throughout the sequence (Figure 3A and Supplementary Figure S2 ). The location of these mutations is shown on the Tre Y324F structure as red spheres in Figure 3B -D. The Tre/loxLTR crystals are not isomorphous with those seen in earlier Cre/DNA structures, but the antiparallel arrangement of the tetrameric recombinase and DNA is similar. Two molecules of Tre bind each loxLTR duplex; one interacts with the 'left' arm, and the other with the 'right' arm ( Figure 3D ). Like Cre, Tre forms a C-clamp shape around each arm of the DNA (Figure 3C) , with an N-terminal domain (AA 20-129) and Cterminal domain (AA 132-341) forming each end of the Cclamp. As in Cre/loxP, both copies of the loxLTR DNA are bent (∼108
• ), and most of this bending occurs in the central, 8 bp region of the DNA, a region with few pro- tein contacts. Alignments with earlier Cre structures reveals that the Tre subunit bound to the left arm is in the cleaving conformation, and the Tre bound to the right arm is in the non-cleaving conformation. (Catalytic residue 324 of the non-cleaving conformer is 1.6Å farther from the scissile phosphate than the cleaving conformer).
Within the crystal, the second pair of Tre molecules, bound to the second copy of the DNA, are arranged in an antiparallel orientation relative to the first ( Figure 3B ). The Tre molecules related by this non-crystallographic symmetry are very similar. Superposition of the two cleaving monomers or the two non-cleaving monomers gives a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of ∼0.3Å over C␣'s from AA 21-340. The cleaving and non-cleaving Tre monomers superimpose less well as evidenced by an RMSD of 2.3Å. In this superposition, the N-terminal domains superimpose more closely (RMSD 0.7Å) than the C-terminal domains (RMSD 2.7Å) ( Figure 4A ). Relative to the N-terminal domain, the C-terminal domain is rotated ∼6
• between the cleaving and non-cleaving conformers. These observations are consistent with the differences observed between the cleaving and non-cleaving conformations of Cre (39) . Table S1 ). The 2.2Å structure of a synaptic complex (PDB ID: 3C29, K201A mutation) was selected for our comparisons because both the protein backbone and the DNA backbone seemed closest to the structure of Tre Y324F /loxLTR reported here. Unless indicated otherwise, comparisons discussed below are relative to this Cre/loxP structure. Superposition of the non-cleaving Tre and Cre conformers results in an RMSD of ∼0.94Å (over 322 C␣s), Figure 4B Changes in DNA conformation. In Cre/loxP structures, DNA bending has been shown to occur primarily in the central region, but not always in the same location. As in 3C29, our structure shows a kink adjacent to the non-cleaving scissile phosphate ( Figure 5 ). Both structures exhibit a similar, large negative roll (−30
• ) adjacent to the scissile phosphate in the inactive arm of the complex. A negative roll was also observed in the Cre/loxP structure of a synaptic complex (PDB ID: 2HOI) (40) as well as in the presence of loxS (41), a symmetrized loxP sequence having an even larger negative roll (−49
• ).
Detailed Tre-loxLTR analysis
The structural analyses detailed below demonstrate that Tre's recognition of loxLTR is achieved by an assortment of strategies including altered interactions of non-mutated residues with protein or DNA, loss of base-specific interactions, novel interactions with the mutated bases and changes in DNA conformation. In addition, we see proteinprotein interface differences that are likely responsible for large-scale domain movements. We also see changes near the active site that may help compensate for these large-scale movements.
Of the 19 mutations in Tre, only nine contact the DNA in some way. Among these, three make sequence-specific contacts (AA 94, 244, 259); the others interact with the DNA backbone. Three of the DNA-contacting residues also interact with a neighboring Tre molecule (AA 131, 317, 320). The apparent role of each mutated residue is summarized in Supplementary Table S2 . Protein-DNA interactions for both Cre/loxP and Tre/loxLTR are summarized in Figure  1 , and a detailed schematic is shown in Supplementary Figure S3 . The extensive interactions between the protein and the phosphate backbone (red plus signs) are highlighted in Figure 1 . Six of the DNA-contacting mutations in Tre map to the 'recognition helices' (␣B, ␣D and ␣J) that lie within the major groove of the DNA: K43E on ␣B, G93C and Q94R on ␣D, and R259Y, E262Q, and G263R on ␣J. Some of these mutations (e.g. Q94R, K43E and K244R) form or prevent direct, base-specific contacts. The others contact the phosphate and/or ribose backbone. As in Cre/loxP (reviewed in (10)) some of these interactions, notably those at positions Arg 94 and Glu 43, are buttressed by wellordered water molecules. The text below describes the most important specificity determinants from the perspective of the DNA. Because the two copies of the Tre/loxLTR in the asymmetric unit are not completely identical, the interactions noted do not always appear in both complexes. In addition, the cleaving conformer of Tre interacts more closely with the left arm of the loxLTR, hence there are more sequence-specific protein-DNA interactions with the left arm, than the right arm, therefore, we have organized the following section by left arm loxLTR location. We have added information of the analogous position in the right arm where interesting. Figure 1 ). In the right arm, it forms an H-bond with the O6 of Gua 4 . In the cleaving-conformer of Tre, however, Lys 86 no longer contacts the DNA at all and forms a hydrogen bond with Gln 89 sidechain ( Figure 6 ). Superposition of Tre and Cre helix ␣D show that in Tre, Lys 86 is farther from the DNA, and no longer forms a hydrogen bond with the N7 of Ade 4. In one copy of the non-cleaving Tre conformer, there is no sidechain electron density for Lys 86. In the other copy, Lys 86 again preferentially interacts with Gln 89, and not the DNA. Therefore, altered DNA conformation and the addition of a hydrogen bond between Gln 89 and Lys 86 results in the loss of a Cre-DNA specific interaction at positions 4 and 4 .
Residues 90 and 94 appear to work in concert. Gln 90 makes base-specific interactions in both Cre/loxP and Tre/loxLTR, but these interactions differ. In Cre/loxP, the Gln 90 sidechain is positioned in the major groove where it is locked in place by interactions both with DNA (forming hydrogen bonds with O4 of Thy 6 and N6 of Ade 5, and with the opposite DNA strand) and with the sidechain of Gln 94, a residue mutated to Arg in Tre. In contrast, in Tre, Gln 90 must alter its sidechain conformation to prevent a steric collision that would otherwise occur with Arg 94. Therefore Gln 90-DNA interactions shift by one base pair relative to loxP (from positions 6-5 to positions 5-4).
In Cre, the sidechain of Gln 94 is too short to make any direct interaction with the DNA. The longer sidechain of the Q94R mutation adds a new a base-specific interaction with the N7 of Ade 5 (altered from Thy 5 in loxP). In Tre, Gln 90 also helps lock the Q94R sidechain into position through a hydrogen bond. In the right arm of loxLTR, Arg 94 is too far from Ade 4 and instead interacts with the phosphate backbone, again, buttressed by Gln 90. Together, the altered conformation of Gln 90 and the Arg 94 mutation recognize the altered base pair Thy-Ade at position 5.
loxLTR mutated base position 9: Gua-Cyt to Cyt-Gua Altered specificity in recognition helix B: K43E. In Cre/loxP Lys 43, located on helix B, forms a hydrogen bond with N7 of Gua 9 ( Figure 7) . The mutation of Gua 9 to Cyt with Cyt at this position. In Tre, the K43E mutation is simply too far to interact with the DNA. Our mutational data, however, indicate that this change is of little consequence, as changing Tre residue 43 back to Lys has only a very mild effect on activity (Figure 2A ).
loxLTR conserved base position 10: Cyt-Gua
Altered specificity in recognition helix J: R259Y, E262Q, G263R. The loxLTR sequence is the same as loxP at position 10 in the left arm, but the Gua and Cyt bases are flipped in the right arm at position 10 . The DNA recognition helix ␣J contains three Tre mutations: R259Y, E262Q and G263R. In Cre, the Arg 259 sidechains form strong bidentate interactions with Gua 10 (left arm) and Gua 10 (right arm): the N⑀ with O6 and the N with N7 and this residue has been identified as a primary determinant of (42) specificity. The R259Y substitution results in the loss of these hydrogen bonds (Figure 8) . Superposition of helix J shows that the loxLTR DNA has shifted away from Tre. In Tre, in general, Y259 is not correctly orientated to form a strong hydrogen bond with loxLTR, although there are van der Waals contacts. In one of the cleaving conformers, a polar interaction between the OH group of Tyr 259 and the N7 of Gua 10 is observed. In the other copies, the Tyr 259 sidechain is too far to form a hydrogen bond, and more closely resembles an edge-to-face (T-shaped) interaction with the DNA. This type of pi-pi interaction is stabilizing and may be involved in nucleic acid recognition (43) . The G263R mutation appears to stabilizes the Tyr 259 by forming favorable interactions along the sidechain. Arg 263 is further locked into place via a hydrogen bond from Glu 266.
Cre/loxP structures reveal that the negatively charged sidechain of Glu 262 has an unusual direct interaction with the phosphate backbone (between position 7 and 8 on the bottom strand). In Tre, the Gln 262 forms a 'traditional' phosphate interaction at the analogous position as in Cre. In Cre, Glu 262 was previously identified as a 'gatekeeper' residue that relaxes specificity when mutated to almost any other amino acid (44, 45) . In Cre, the E262Q mutation appears to lower specificity and increase overall affinity for the DNA (45) . Interestingly, mutations at position 262 allowed Cre to recombine loxP sites mutated at position 11 and 12, positions where no direct base interaction occurs (44) . The authors proposed that the Glu 262 mutation allows helix J flexibility to reorient itself within the major groove, although this comes at the price of lower selectivity ( (44) and reviewed in (11)). These data reinforce the idea that altered selectivity often proceeds through a state of relaxed specificity. Indeed, for the evolution of Tre, Glu 262 was altered early in the selection process. Later, as the DNA targets were closer to loxLTR, Arg 259 and Gly 263 were observed to co-evolve for increased specificity, usually to R259Y and G263R (18) . Interestingly, Gln 262 is required for Tre activity, and its mutation back to Glu does not relax specificity, (Figure 2) . Thus it appears necessary for selectivity in the context of the other Tre mutations. Figure 9 ). In Tre, the two amino acid substitutions force a widening of the minor groove to avoid steric collisions. The K244R mutation is too far to interact with the O2 of the Thy at position 17, but it does recognize the O2 of Cyt 16. In the right arm, Arg 244 moves away from the NH2 of Gua 16 , and instead interacts with the O2 of Cyt 16 and with the O2 of Cyt 17 in loxLTR. The Tyr 245 sidechain packs alongside and stabilizes the sidechain of Arg 244. In Tre, the N245Y mutation results in a loss of the Asn 245-phosphate interaction and the DNA backbone is farther from the protein, resulting in a wider minor groove at this point.
Tre mutations not involved in DNA sequence-specific interactions
Altered protein-protein interface: M30V, Q35P, A131T. Three Cre to Tre mutations (M30V, Q35P and A131T) occur at the protein-protein interfaces of the tetrameric recombinase complex. Disruption of these interfaces are known to have functional consequences in Cre (46) . In Cre/loxP, Gln 35 of the non-cleaving monomer and Glu 123 on the adjacent, cleaving monomer form a hydrogen bond. Prolines often add rigidity to a structure, and the Q35P mutation can no longer form the intermolecular hydrogen bond ( Figure 10A ). Interestingly, comparison of this interface to Cre/loxP shows the loss of another interprotein salt bridge between Arg 32 (on the non-cleaving monomer) with Glu 69 (cleaving monomer) ( Figure 10B ), neither of which was mutated. Both of the M30V and Q35P mutations result in a loss of hydrogen bonds, and hence a weaker protein-protein interface. We expect that these changes allow the monomers to make minor conformational adjustments to improve the protein-DNA interactions. Such changes may have been beneficial during the evolution process leading to Tre and might not be possible when the protomers are locked in a particular orientation as in Cre. Indeed, earlier work proposed that Cre mutants R32V and R32M would lose the inter-molecular salt bridge of Arg 32 with Glu 69, and that this weakened interface would reduce the cooperativity and enhance accuracy to loxP (46) . The authors propose this as a general method to improve specificity of dimeric DNA-binding proteins such as Cre. The crystal structure presented here only partially supports this hypothesis since in the fully evolved recombinase, mutating either of these back to Cre (V30M or P35Q) increased Tre's ability to recombine loxLTR. In the case of M30V, we believe this is partially because the smaller sidechain leaves a small void in Tre ( Figure 10B ). The P35Q mutation likewise relaxed specificity such that the mutated enzyme also exhibited increased activity against loxP. Interestingly, the M30V mutation also appeared in another evolved recombinase, Brec1 (47), suggesting that it serves an important purpose. These mutations highlight the importance of the protein-protein interface in both recognition and catalysis.
The A131T mutation sits at a protein-protein interface, in the region of extended structure (AA 128-133) between the N-terminal and the C terminal domains. A131T interacts with residues in the flexible loop region (AA 198-208) that adopt different conformations, hence the interactions are non-identical. In the non-cleaving conformer, A131T sidechain is close to both the phosphate backbone at position Ade 5 on the right arm and the sidechain of Thr 206 of an adjacent monomer from the opposite loxLTR (Figure 10C) . These extra contacts cannot form in the Cre/loxP structure.
Tre mutations impacting active site orientation: N317T, I320S. Finally, Cre utilizes residues in the C-terminus to communicate allosterically with the neighboring protomer. Two residues in this region have mutations in Tre: N317T and I320S. Three new hydrogen bonds between I320S and N317T and the phosphate of Ade 2 (next to the scissile phosphate at Cyt 3) are formed, locking the position of the loop ( Figure 10D ). The N317T mutation also results in the formation of a new intermolecular hydrogen bond between Asn 319 and Thr 316 of the adjacent monomer. These mutations may be important for correctly orienting the catalytic nucleophile, Tyr 324 and the active site residues. Superposition of the active sites of Tre and Cre (PDB ID: 3C29) reveal a striking similarity in the positions of the catalytic residues (RMSD = 0.21Å over 6 C␣s). This suggests that these substitutions compensate for unfavorable positional changes induced by other specificity-determining substitutions. Changing either position 317 or 320 to their Cre counterparts causes a complete loss of activity against loxLTR. The changes in Tre at these positions may compensate for movements near the active site induced by the other residues necessary for altered specificity.
Comparison of loxP and loxLTR half-sites
To assess if the DNA conformation between the cleaving and non-cleaving conformers plays a different role in the Tre/loxLTR structure, we first superimposed the left loxP half-site (or arm) onto the right loxP half-site (PDB ID: 3C29). This analysis reveals that the loxP repeats have a nearly identical conformation and the DNA backbone differ from each other most within the central spacer region, starting near the scissile phosphates. Nonetheless, there are differences in how Cre interacts with each arm. For example, the sidechain of Lys 43 interacts specifically with Gua 9 in the left arm, but points away from the DNA in the right arm. Next, we superimposed the left loxLTR arm onto the right loxLTR arm (182 backbone atoms, RMSD = 0.83Å). Unlike the loxP half-sites, the conformation of the loxLTR arms begin to differ from each other earlier than loxP at position 6 and then more dramatically as it approaches the scissile phosphates (between positions 3 and 4). These differences result in different protein-DNA interactions. For example, in Tre, Arg 94 interacts specifically with altered base Ade 5 in the active arm, but with the phosphate backbone in the non-specific arm.
Modeling the cleaving conformation on the right arm. The two loxLTR arm sequences are identical at only 5 of 13 positions (bases 6, 7, 11, 5, 16) (Supplementary Figure S4) . Since our structure only shows the cleaving conformation of Tre bound to the left arm, and during the recombination cycle, the cleaving conformation must interact with the DNA sequence of the right arm, we generated a 3D model of Tre in a cleaving conformation with the right arm of loxLTR (see 'Materials and Methods' section). In this model, three sequence-specific contacts are conserved be- Figure  1 ). This is consistent with the finding that these regions of the DNA target are important in Cre/loxP specificity (48). 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The structure of Tre in complex with its DNA target, loxLTR, details the molecular basis for the dual specificity required by engineered, Cre-like recombinases that target highly asymmetrical DNA sequences. Despite the 13-bp sequence identity present within the two halves of loxP, Cre recombinase interacts with the 13-bp sequences differently: one via the cleaving conformation, the other via the noncleaving conformation. This inherent property of Cre, along with the intrinsic flexibility of both the protein and the DNA, helps explain the ability of Tre and other engineered recombinases to recognize asymmetric targets. Given the size of the dimer footprint on the DNA substrate, it is also important that there are relatively few direct base contacts made by Cre and Tre to loxP and loxLTR, respectively. This and other work also demonstrate that not every position in the DNA substrate is specifically targeted. The presence of so few direct protein-base contacts highlight this point. Thus, it is important to identify the key positions on the DNA substrate when choosing targets and designing new recombinases. Not every mutation that arose in the evolution of Tre can be explained in the context of altered specificity. We speculate that some of these may have been structurally important during the evolution process, but are now dispensable. This may explain why mutating positions 30 and 35 back to their original, Cre amino acids enhances Tre activity. In addition, this work shows how both mutated and non-mutated residues in Cre can interact with an altered DNA target like loxLTR.
Mutagenesis shows that the almost all of the 19 mutated residues in Tre contribute to the altered enzyme's activity against loxLTR. Thus, it is difficult to derive a single 'takehome message' from this work. Previous structural studies of mutant Cre/mutant loxP have demonstrated that Cre can utilize multiple mechanisms to recognize altered sequences ( (49, 50) and reviewed in (10)). Our findings expand on these themes. From a structural perspective, it appears that the specificity change in Tre was largely achieved, because Tre/loxLTR loses three important, base-specific contacts (at K43E, K86 and R259Y), alters a base-specific interaction (K244R) and gains a new base-specific contact at Q94R. K43E, Q94R and K244R appear at modified base positions 9, 5 and 16 respectively. The structure strongly suggests that conformational flexibility of the protein and DNA are also important. For example, mutated bases at position 5 in loxLTR and changes in nearby amino acids alter the conformations of non-mutated amino acid Lys 86 and Gln 90. Another specificity-altering strategy we observe involves disruption of the protein-protein interfaces by mutations such as M30V and Q35P. It is unclear why the Q35P and M30V mutations arose, since the structure and the behavior of the single revertants indicate that these substitutions were detrimental to Tre function. One explanation, shown in earlier work (46) is that weakening these interfaces allows the monomers to more tightly engage the DNA. This may be beneficial during the molecular evolution process, and it would explain why similar mutations are found in another engineered recombinase (47) . Mutations which do not seem important for selectivity, but may be necessary for correct orientation of the active site, specifically N317T and I320S, also occur. In addition, mutagenesis demonstrates that residues 7, 9 and 10, which are in a region not seen in Tre or any Cre structures are important for activity against loxLTR. Tre is an enzyme involved in a multistep reaction that includes complex structural changes. Only one step in this pathway is illustrated by our structure. Thus, additional specificity likely occurs at other points in the reaction pathway.
The number of changes in the DNA arms relative to loxP and the considerable asymmetry of the loxLTR substrate (8 of 13 nt in the arms differ) distinguish Tre from earlier Cre mutants and naturally-occurring homologs. For instance, recent characterization of two new Cre-like recombinases called Nigri and Panto allowed identification of key residues that alter specificity (51) . Like Cre, however, these enzymes act on symmetrical substrates. Interestingly, Cre mutations of R259P and G263K were sufficient to recombine rox, a substrate that differs at positions 8-10 within the arms (51) . Similarly, Cre A174-L258-S259-H262-G266 acts on loxM7, a substrate where the arms differ at positions 7-9. In the crystal structure, Cre ALSHG recognizes loxM7 by altering the hydration network to create new protein-DNA contacts (50) . In contrast, the Cre variant Cre L174-N258-S259-G262-G266 which recognizes both loxP and loxM7 (and presumably also acts on asymmetrical combination of these substrates) created novel base contacts through a structural shift of the DNA (50) . The Tre/loxLTR structure builds upon these themes and reveals a combination of strategies for recognition of an altered DNA target. Many of these structural changes also involve disruption or alteration of extensive hydrogen bonding networks.
Like Tre, XerH tyrosine recombinase from Helicobacter pylori also acts on an asymmetrical DNA substrate; one arm contains an added base pair near the middle relative to the other. In contrast to Tre, where the same amino acids must engage different bases on each side of the complex, the crystal structure of XerH in complex with its DNA substrate shows largely similar contacts with both arms (52) . As in Tre/loxLTR, flexibility in both the DNA and the protein are important for recognizing of the asymmetrical substrate.
The holy grail of genome editing is the ability to target any DNA sequence for insertion, deletion or inversion. Because they act with high efficiency and with single-base resolution, engineered variants of Cre have certain intrinsic advantages over nuclease-based approach such as the CRISPR/Cas9 system. Our work with Tre demonstrates that dual specificity recombinases can be used for genome editing, but it is important to note that an alternative approach, using combinations of individually-engineered Cre recombinases has also shown promise. Biochemical studies of Cre-variants that are designed to preferentially form 2:2 heterotetramers represent a step toward this goal (53, 54) . The Tre/loxLTR structure highlights an important challenge with this alternative approach, namely that the protein-protein interface may change significantly during the evolution of the altered specificity. Remodeling of these interfaces is an important consideration in the design of Cre-like heterotetramers.
The primary value of this structure is the insight it provides into rational design of improved recombinases with altered specificities. Indeed, Tre has already been the subject of such work, using structure-based modeling (based on Cre/loxP) and molecular dynamics simulations to predict structural changes (55) . X-ray structures are able to provide better accuracy, particularly with respect to DNA conformation and water molecule participation in DNA recognition. For instance, the crystal structure of Tre/loxLTR described here reveals a significant widening of the major groove in the central region which was not anticipated by previous modeling studies (55) . Also, our structure explains why mutating Val 30 back to Met results in an improved Tre recombinase.
In recent years, a growing number of recombinases have been engineered (10) . Of particular importance in the HIV field is the recently Cre-based engineered recombinase Brec1 (47) . Like Tre, Brec1 targets a sequence in the HIV-1 LTR. Whereas the loxLTR sequence is fairly rare in HIV-1 positive patients, the sequence targeted by Brec1 is present in at least 80% of HIV-1 isolates. Moreover, using a mouse model and a lentiviral delivery scheme, Brec1 has been shown to efficiently excise the HIV provirus from patientderived cells. We anticipate that the continued combination of clever genetic selection schemes, molecular modeling and experimental X-ray crystal structures will further enhance the utility and power of these potentially lifechanging therapeutics. This structure has shown that a combination of factors including DNA and protein flexibility, the fact that not every position of the DNA is recognized and the inherent structural asymmetry of Cre-DNA complexes are all important. Our structure, along with the mutagenesis, shows that almost all of the Cre-to-Tre mutations contribute to the activity of the evolved enzyme against its LTR substrate, and that the individual mutations work via a variety of different mechanisms. More crystal structures of these engineered recombinases will further improve our understanding of the complex rules governing recombinase-DNA interactions and will facilitate our ability to tailor recombinase specificity as needed.
ACCESSION NUMBER
Atomic coordinates and structure factors for the reported crystal structure of Tre Y324F /loxLTR have been deposited with the Protein Data bank under accession number 5U91.
